Optimizing the window size for multiple least squares fitting of electron energy loss spectra.
The purpose of this study was to determine the effect of the fitting window size used with the linear least squares fit method when quantitating trace elements with electron energy loss spectroscopy. Theory and computer simulation with a simple model of two 'signals' show that, when the background underlying the signal is slowly varying and the signal is localized, there exists a minimum window optimal for fitting raw spectra. The width of the minimum fitting window can be determined directly from the reference standard spectrum of the signal alone and the estimates of signal and background are related. Use of narrower than the minimum window will increase the fitting uncertainty of the signal and yield less reliable results. More complicated experimental spectra must be fitted to more than two standards and a simple analytical expression of the minimum fitting window cannot be derived, but can be determined empirically. Our study shows that the empirical value obtained from experimental spectra is only slightly larger than the theoretical value derived from the simple model, indicating that this conclusion is still valid. When fitting difference spectra with a slowly varying background, the estimates of signal and background are independent and windows wider than the size of the signal will yield the same fitting uncertainty. In the presence of a non-slowly varying background, common in difference spectra, the minimum window size depends on the fine structure of the signal and the background.